Dec. 9, 2016 marks 35 years since the police tried to execute Mumia on the streets of Philadelphia. He was framed and sentenced Mumia and thousands of other Pennsylvania prisoners suffering from this disease, to death by medical neglect. The health of Mumia and other prisoners is being further compromised by WATER in PA Prisons, including SCI Mahoney where Mumia is housed, that is unsafe to drink or bathe in. The water is black and oily but prisoners are denied sufficient clean water.

A recent US Supreme Court decision, rendered on another PA inmate but completely applicable to Mumia, has opened the door for the first time in more than a decade for Mumia’s entire trial and conviction to be reconsidered. On this basis Mumia’s attorneys have filed a new legal action. If successful, Mumia could have a new appeals process and either a new trial or release.

We know from our struggle for Mumia’s life, that only a powerful grassroots movement will force the courts to take seriously its recent decision and its applicability to Mumia. At the same time, if Mumia’s health crisis is not resolved he may not live long enough to win a new day in court. The same protests and publicity that stopped Mumia’s execution in 2011 are needed more than ever to keep him alive and win his freedom.

- Immediate Treatment for Mumia’s hep-C!
- Clean Water for All PA Prisoners!
- Allow the Legal Proceedings that could Overturn Mumia’s Conviction!
- Free Mumia, Now! Free All Political Prisoners!
- Black Lives Matter!
- End Solitary Confinement and Abolish the Racist Death Penalty!
- End Mass Incarceration and Life in Prison Without Parole!
- No Stop & Frisk!
- Tear Down Philadelphia’s Racist Frank Rizzo* Statue!

*The rally will start at the Frank Rizzo statue at 15th & JFK, Philadelphia in solidarity with the #FrankRizzoDown campaign initiated by REAL Justice Coalition

To endorse or for more info,
Contact: 215-724-1618
For NYC and Newark buses
call: 212-330-8029
Mobilization4Mumia@gmail.com
Initial list of endorsers on second side